PROPOSITION 65
EXHAUST WARNING

PORT EXHAUST WARNING

Chemicals in diesel exhaust are known by the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Operations at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach are sources of diesel exhaust in the greater Los Angeles area.

This map shows the location of the ports and the area of Los Angeles most directly affected.

ROAD MAP TO CLEANER AIR

The ports and their tenants are working with the State of California in an ambitious plan to reduce diesel exhaust emissions generated in port operations.

Learn about cleaner air for our ports and our port cities:
www.prop65attheports.com

Introducing an
MS EVENT WORTH SHOUTING ABOUT.

Join us to discuss a MS event worth shouting about.

DATE AND TIME:
Saturday, September 19th
10am-3pm
Veterans Memorial Complex
4117 Overland Avenue—Culver City

RES: Online OR Register At The Door.
www.GoldenFutureSeniorExpo.com Info: 818-763-

PLEASE RSVP
- MultipleSclerosis.org
- 1-866-703-6
- Genzyme
*Registration is Photo ID may be required.

SPONSORED BY:
genzyme
A SANOFI COMPANY
The pages you are reading are from the Los Angeles Times, a Thursday-only publication of the LA Times. This content is hyperlinked to the LA Times's official website, and includes an embedded map of the Southern California area with marked ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, as well as a section on Port Exhaust Warning discussing the health risks associated with diesel exhaust and the operations at the ports. The article encourages readers to learn more about cleaner air at the website provided. Additionally, it promotes an event related to multiple sclerosis, providing details on how to register and the importance of an ID at the venue.